Music box diagram

A musical box UK usage; music box in US English is an automatic musical instrument in a box
which produces musical notes by using a set of pins placed on a revolving cylinder or disc to
pluck the tuned teeth or lamellae of a steel comb. The earliest known mechanical musical
instruments date back to 9th-century Baghdad. In Flanders , in the early 13th century, a bell
ringer invented a cylinder with pins which operate cams, which then hit the bells. See below.
The original snuff boxes were tiny containers which could fit into a gentleman's waistcoat
pocket. The music boxes could have any size from that of a hat box to a large piece of furniture,
but most were tabletop specimens. They were usually powered by clockwork and originally
produced by artisan watchmakers. For most of the 19th century, the bulk of music box
production was concentrated in Switzerland, building upon a strong watchmaking tradition.
There were also a few manufacturers in Bohemia and Germany. By the end of the 19th century,
some of the European makers had opened factories in the United States. The cylinders were
normally made of metal and powered by a spring. In some of the costlier models, the cylinders
could be removed to change melodies, thanks to an invention by Paillard in , which was
perfected by Metert of Geneva in The very first boxes at the end of the 18th century made use of
metal disks. The switchover to cylinders seems to have been completed after the Napoleonic
wars. In the last decades of the 19th century, however, mass-produced models such as the
Polyphon and others all made use of interchangeable metal disks instead of cylinders. The
cylinder-based machines rapidly became a minority. The term "music box" is also applied to
clockwork devices where a removable metal disk or cylinder was used only in a "programming"
function without producing the sounds directly by means of pins and a comb. Instead, the
cylinder or disk worked by actuating bellows and levers which fed and opened pneumatic
valves which activated a modified wind instrument or plucked the chords on a modified string
instrument. Some devices could do both at the same time and were often combinations of
player pianos and music boxes, such as the Orchestrion. There were many variations of large
music machines, usually built for the affluent of the pre-phonograph 19th century. The
Symphonium company started business in as the first manufacturers of disc-playing music
boxes. According to the Victoria Museums in Australia, "The Symphonion is notable for the
enormous diversity of types, styles, and models produced No other disc-playing musical box
exists in so many varieties. The company also pioneered the use of electric motors The
company moved into the piano-orchestrion business and made both disc-operated and
barrel-playing models, player-pianos, and phonographs. Regina was a spectacular success see
Wikipedia article. It eventually reinvented itself as a maker of vacuums and steam cleaners. In
the heyday of the music box, some variations were as tall as a grandfather clock and all used
interchangeable large disks to play different sets of tunes. These were spring-wound and driven
and both had a bell-like sound. Early "juke-box" pay versions of them existed in public places.
Marsh's free Museum and curio shop in Long Beach, Washington US has several still-working
versions of them on public display. The Musical Museum, Brentford , London has a number of
machines. In addition to video and audio footage of each piece, the actual instruments are
demonstrated for the public daily on a rotational basis. At the end of the 19th century and the
beginning of the 20th, most music boxes were gradually replaced by player pianos , which were
louder and more versatile and melodious, when kept tuned, and by the smaller gramophones
which had the advantage of playing back voices. Regina produced combinations of these
devices. Escalating labour costs increased the price and further reduced volume. Now modern
automation is helping to bring music box prices back down. Collectors prize surviving music
boxes from the 19th century and the early 20th century as well as new music boxes being made
today in several countries see "Evolving Box Production", below. Inexpensive, small windup
music box movements including the cylinder and comb and the spring that add a bit of music to
mass-produced jewellery boxes and novelty items are now produced in countries with low
labour costs. Many kinds of music box movements are available to the home craft person,
locally or through online retailers. A wide range of recordings and videos of historic music
boxes is available on the web. According to Charles B. Fowler, this "cylinder with raised pins on
the surface remained the basic device to produce and reproduce music mechanically until the
second half of the nineteenth century. Early 13th century: In Flanders , an ingenious bell ringer
invents a cylinder with pins which operates cams, which then hit the bells. The barrel can be
programmed, as the pins can be separately placed in the holes provided on the surface of the
barrel. These barrels can be changed for those playing different tunes. In , the manufacturing of
the singing birds is improved by Blaise Bontems in his Parisian workshop, to the point where it
has remained unchanged to this day. Barrel organs become more popular. Together with a
horizontally placed pinned barrel, this produces more varied and complex sounds. He is one of
many artisans making pocket watches with musical movements of the traditional calibre. It is
also the golden years of automata. Already known in Egypt , they will be improved to become

real works of art. Regina, whose boxes are renowned among collectors for their tone, becomes
a success and some , are sold before sales cease in Early 20th century: The invention of the
phonograph, the First World War and the economic crisis in the '20s bring down Sainte-Croix's
main industry and make the luxury music box completely disappear. Between the two world
wars most of the Swiss companies converted to the manufacture of other products requiring
precise mechanical parts. Some went back to making watches, others were eventually
responsible for the famous Bolex movie cameras and the Hermes typewriters. Some simply sold
out to Reuge. They have branched out widely from their original cylinder offerings over the
years, and now offer traditional-looking music boxes with removable metal disks for around 1,
euros, with each disk costing in the neighborhood of 14 euros. The higher range boxes with
removable cylinders and small assorted tables made of fine woods can cost up to 34, euros.
They also sell several models of clear acrylic paperweights with a music box movement inside,
for a minimum of about euros. They have, however, discontinued the smaller movements. Since
approximatively Reuge developed a strong business in the world of "bespoke" customized
pieces for leaders in business and politics. Modern production methods resulted in reasonable
prices, producing company growth. Sankyo started with small movements, introduced note
movements by the late s, and in is producing disc boxes playing discs as large as 16" with two
note combs and reminiscent of the "Mira" and are also working on a dual-cylinder note
movement. Sankyo now offers a wide variety of music boxes in Japan, and supplies movements
to many other manufacturers and distributors. Some of these sell them retail even online to
hobbyists for as low as 3 euros each. Recently, it has started selling licences for its musical-box
tunes to cellular phone companies, for use as ring tones. The company is an industrial concern
which also makes magnetic and hologram card readers, appliance components, industrial
robots and miniature motors of all kinds. The Porter Music Box company of Vermont produces
steel disc music boxes in several formats. They offer clockwork, spring-wound models as well
as electric ones. They stand out by their continuing production of discs, with a selection of
about a thousand tunes. The discs can also be played on many antique music boxes bearing
the Polyphon and Regina brand names. The small note musical movements are now being made
almost exclusively in countries with low labour costs such as China and Taiwan. Many of these
productions are used in mobiles, children's musical toys, and jewellery boxes. In March , the
band Wintergatan released a video of their homemade Marble Machine which took 14 months to
make and played in any key using a 3,piece wooden construction fueled by 2, marbles. Band
member Martin Molin used a hand crank to mobilize the marbles, which then created various
noises on a vibraphone and other installed musical elements. In , Tevofy Technology Ltd. Unlike
traditional music box, people do not need to punch holes to compose songs on a paper-strip
music box. Also, there is no minimum order for making customized music box movement to
play a selected song. Muro Box gives more freedom in composing songs and choosing songs
to play on a music box. In Switzerland , coin-operated music boxes, usually capable of playing
several tunes, were installed in places such as train stations and amusement parks. Some of the
models had a mechanism for automatically changing the metal disks. These were, in a sense,
the precursors to jukebox. However, they soon disappeared from their intended venues and
were displaced by the jukebox, which could produce a greater variety of sounds and full songs
rather than warped fragments. Because most of the coin-operated music boxes were built for
rough treatment such as slapping and kicking by a customer , many of these large models have
survived into the 21st century, despite their relatively low production quantities. They are
sought by collectors who have the space for their large or very large cabinets. In â€”75, German
composer Karlheinz Stockhausen composed Tierkreis , a set of twelve pieces on the signs of
the zodiac , for twelve music boxes. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses, see
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help by converting this article , if appropriate. Editing help is available. August Play media.
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Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons Wikiquote. Problems playing this file? See media help. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Musical boxes. Clack Cricri. Laced lamellae Without resonator With resonator
mbira. Craft music buttons, music box movements and mechanisms, infant mobile music
boxes, music box keys, music box turntables, and sound boxes. We continue to be open and
are shipping orders daily. We sincerely thank you for supporting family owned small
businesses! Have a Craft Question? Post it on our Facebook page! Music Buttons - Music
Boxes - Music Box Parts Menu Craft music buttons, music box movements and mechanisms,
infant mobile music boxes, music box keys, music box turntables, and sound boxes. Infant
Mobile Music Box Holder. Music Box Keys. Music Box Turntables. Music Boxes. Back to Top of
Page. Fun Craft Patterns Looking for patterns and ideas for your next craft project? Chic Clara's
Crafting Corner Fun crafting projects blog with a unique name! Add your website link here. Add
a permanent link to your craft related website on every page of our website. Contact us for more
details. What is Priority Processing? Angel Miniatures. Pony Beads. Pearl Beads. Beach and
Water Miniatures. Frequently Asked Questions. What's New. Contact Us. Shipping Rates. Print
an Order Form. Terms of Service. Site Map. Privacy Policy. Sizing Information. How to Order.
Angel miniatures available in many styles and sizes. Choose from flat back angels, cherub
angels, angel ornaments, sinamay angels, abaca angels, angels playing musical instruments
and many others. Pony beads are a popular craft bead. Choose from a large selection of colors
including transparent, glitter, pearlized, gemstone colored, and opaque. Large variety of pearl
beads for your craft project ncluding pearl drops, oat pearls also known as wheat or rice pearls ,
ivory colored round pearls, AB pearl beads, and small half pearl beads and more. Mini wooden
painted apples look like the real thing. Great for use in artificial fruit baskets, use to decorate
photo frames and small chalkboards, and other small displays. Add a beach or fishing flair with
our nautical miniatures. A music box works by rotating a metal cylinder with protruding pins
that pluck the individual prongs of a steel comb. The sounds that resonate from the vibrating
prongs are the notes we hearâ€”lower notes from longer prongs and higher notes from shorter
ones. Some more complicated music boxes even contained a small drum or little bells. Music
boxes have been around since the 18th century. Back then, music boxes were actually used to
enjoy some nice parlor music, unlike the little twirling ballerina box you might find in your
grandmother's attic. In the 19th century, Swiss artisan watchmakers continually refined the
design. What we have today is the result of hundreds of years of tinkering with gears and bells
and pins and steel combs. Source: Toyland. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories.
How to Stay Warm Without Power. Engineer Guy. This content is imported from YouTube. You
may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more
information, at their web site. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and
imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find
more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading
Below. More From Design. Wind up music box parts, music box turntable and infant mobile
music box replacement. We continue to be open and are shipping orders daily. We sincerely
thank you for supporting family owned small businesses! Have a Craft Question? Post it on our
Facebook page! Music Box Parts Wind up music box parts, music box turntable and infant
mobile music box replacement. Note: All clear turntables will have some noticeable scratches.
Music Box Not Included. Extenders are all metal. Lengths shown do not include threaded
portion of extenders. All metal. Nickel finish. Turntables have brass shaft. Insert your own
music box tune into this case and add your dangles for a one of a kind and special mobile for
your new baby. Hooks into the arm of the mobile and rotates when wound up. Instructions
included. Music box not included. Do not try as you will break the movement. These keys are
great to have on hand as a replacement or spare for your music boxes. Has 2. Back to Top of
Page. Be sure to check out our free patterns and instructions section. Fun Craft Patterns
Looking for patterns and ideas for your next craft project? Chic Clara's Crafting Corner Fun
crafting projects blog with a unique name! Add your website link here. Add a permanent link to
your craft related website on every page of our website. Contact us for more details. What is
Priority Processing? Gold Beads. Craft Pom Poms. Cords and More Cords. Pony Sports Ball
Beads. Belt Buckles. Frequently Asked Questions. What's New. Contact Us. Shipping Rates.
Print an Order Form. Terms of Service. Site Map. Privacy Policy. Sizing Information. How to
Order. Gold colored round pearl beads in a variety of sizes and types. Soft and fluffy, Craft Pom
Poms are a popular crafting item. Available in various sizes and lots of great colors. Sometimes
cords are used to beautify and sometimes they are used to hold something together. Check out
our cords for your project. Eye Catching! Pony Sports Ball Beads are shaped just like sports
balls. They come in football, baseball, basketball, tennis ball, soccer ball, golf ball, volleyball
and bowling pins. They are great for making jewelry, decorating shoes, backpacks, cakes,

scrapbooks, keychains, homecoming corsages, lanyards and more! Lots of great styles, sizes,
colors the types of belt buckles to choose from. Great as gifts. Hundreds of Song Titles are
Available! Featuring Reuge, Sankyo 18, 36, 50 and 72 Note Movements! Click on picture to view
full-size image Swiss Music Box Movements - Made By Reuge Please Note : Reuge has
discontinued the 18 note movement, but we do have a very limited selection still available. We
are down to the final few available! Only a few available! No returns or refunds on movements.
Music is activated by switch. Brass rod can be cut to desired length. Attaches easily to music
box by removing one comb screw. Instructions included. Used behind a drawer. Standard Model
Approx 2"x 2. Make sure you check the available tunes. All movements are tested before
shipping. If you want to order different song titles Please order one then return to order the
second one. The Shopping Cart will be able to keep track of the songs selected. If you want to
order 2 or 3 of the same title Just change the number in the quantity box. Thank you! This works
like a magic trick, by a simple tilt to the left to activate the music or a tilt to the right to stop the
music playing. Can be installed in any type of music box including a water globe, or musical
figurine. It works with the specially designed brass weight sliding away from the flywheel when
tilted. To start the music tilt the box, tilt in the opposite direction makes the weight slide back
and stop the flywheel from turning. Installs in seconds to one of the comb screws. Make sure
that the other 2nd screw is tight before loosening the screw. Normally only found in the high
end Swiss music boxes. All sales are final on music box parts. Fabulous sound! This is a 1 tune
30 note wind-up music box movement with a beautiful gold finish by Rhymes. A movement ideal
for larger projects and music boxes. Wound from underneath with a removable key which is
supplied. You will appreciate the quality when you see the excellent way this is packaged when
it arrives to you and you open it! This company has had to raise its prices due to the cost of
materials.. Make your selection from the drop down list below. Total playing time until fully
unwound: 8 minutes approx repeating tune. More 30 note music box movements coming soon!
Don't See the tune listed. Call to see if it's available. Both movements are high polished gold
finish for an elegant look. All the required hardware for installation including stop and start is
included. Size approx 7" Long 72 note. See drop down list to make a selection. All movements
are drop shipped directly to you. All sales are final. Mini Model Approx 1. Extenders available for
more key length. Reuge normally will not sell 72 note movements without purchasing one of
their boxes. This is a limited time offer. All movements are assembled and drop shipped from
Reuge. You are only charged local US delivery charges and all sales are final. Example: Like a
water wheel on a Swiss chalet revolving as the music plays. Example: Like a person revolving a
bicycle wheel. This is used when you need a longer reach or can be cut to size. This wood base
paperweight is just the perfect size for a desk or nightstand. Click on picture to view full-size
image. Please Note : Reuge has discontinued the 18 note movement, but we do have a very
limited selection still available. Music Boxes Main Catalog. Your choice of a 30 note or a 72 note
quality Sankyo Japanese musical movement. If you are unsure and need help call eastern time
9am to 4pm. Vintage or antique, current or new, we take immense pride in the quality and
workmanship of our new musical boxes and the condition of our rare previously owned
products. We assure you that you will find only quality products in our Music House Shop.
Purchase your favorite musical tunes to customize your music boxes here and you will not be
disappointed. A metal cylinder or barrel with precisely placed pins rotates away from and then
under a steel comb, plucking correctly tuned and placed prongs or tines creating a melody. The
comb and barrel are in effect, created for each other and are tune specific. The shorter tines
produce high tones while the longer ones produce the low tones. The number of tines on a
comb indicates the musical ability of the mechanism. We take immense pride in the quality and
sheer workmanship of our Italian made music boxes and in the condition of our used products.
We carry only quality music box mechanisms, new and lovingly previously owned and their
parts to purchase. Music box mechanisms have a long and thrilling history. Snuff boxes were
fitted with tiny mechanisms to transform them into music boxes as early as the 18th century.
Musical boxes differed dramatically since some music boxes were the size of a loaf of bread
while others were the size of a dresser. People of Pre-Radio days enjoyed them as their parlor
music. Music boxes today are usually smaller and meant for more personal enjoyment. We carry
custom music box mechanisms that can be personalized with an original melody or a licensed
tune to play on a disc player. Kids will enjoy a musical box with a custom tune from their
favorite Disney movies such as "Aladdin" "Dumbo" or "Beauty and the Beast. Choosing a
favorite tune is easy with our wide selection. We have beautiful and popular classical tunes
such as "Canon in D," "Mozart's Lullaby" and "Swan Lake," plus modern tunes from movies,
popular culture and more. Recently or about to be married couples will enjoy a music box that
plays their wedding tune or Lohengrin's "Wedding March. Our inventory includes Thorens,
Reuge, Jobim, Sankyo and other movements, including self-installation kits and stop-start

assemblies for any musical box mechanism. Our quality, movements, mechanisms and discs
will add something new to an old box and create a cherished musical possession for a lifetime.
Trust TheMusicHouse. Buy music box movements online today. These mechanisms or
movements are instruments that produce sound by the use of a set of pins placed on a
revolving cylinders or punched out rotating discs that pluck tines on specially tuned combs. WE
CARRY and can supply most sizes of discs that can also be personalized with your own original
melody or with a licensed tune to play on a disc player. WHETHER you buy one of our products
as a gift for someone else or for yourself, we can help customize your musical box with a tune
that best appeals to your musical tastes. JUST A REMINDER: Our online store houses an
exquisite collection of unique music boxes , music gifts, music related jewelry, musical
instruments, musical toys and instruments for kids, musical lamps, musical art and sculpture
and other things as well. Sho p with us in our Music House Shop. Movements - 18 Note
Mechanism 1. Movements - 12 Note Swiss Mechanism 1. Over the Rainbow 12 note Mechanism
1. Harry Potter Hedwig's Theme 1. Paddington Bear's Lullaby 1. Movements - College Fight
Songs 1. Movements - 30 Note Orpheus Mechanism 1. Movements - 50 Note Orpheus
Mechanism 2. Movements - 72 Note Orpheus Mechanism 3. Movements - Custom 18 Note
Mechanisms 1. Movements - Custom Miniature Mechanism 1. Movements - Custom 30 Note
Mechanism 1. Movements - Custom 36 Note 40 Swiss Mechanisms 1. Movements - 18 note
Information and Reference. Quality and Custom Music Box Mechanisms for All Music Boxes We
carry custom music box mechanisms that can be personalized with an original melody or a
licensed tune to play on a disc player. Types of Tunes, Movements, Mechanisms and Discs Our
inventory includes Thorens, Reuge, Jobim, Sankyo and other movements, including
self-installation kits and stop-start assemblies for any musical box mechanism. From some very
fine older Cuendet, Thorens, or Reuge mechanisms to Sanko Japan using 12, 18, 22, 28, 30, 36,
50, 72 or or even notes, we have something that will suit your needs. Repairing a music box
movement mechanism can be a tricky task and the repair of the better larger mechanisms
should be considered only by someone familiar with how these music box mechanisms work.
These vintage and antique objects need to be played often and periodically cleaned and
lubricated, perhaps adjusted and in some cases, parts may need to be replaced. That being
said, regarding the smaller 18 note movements mechanisms , it is wiser and much less
expensive, in many cases, to simply replace the entire smaller movement than to repair them.
We have a huge inventory and usually have the tune needed. These may almost restore a music
box to its former glory with optimum sound and performance. Finding the right music box
replacement part for sale in our music box repair department and the correct repair procedure
will ensure a renewal of your enjoyment as its beautiful sounds and mechanical behaviors are
restored. Some mechanism parts, such as combs for disc players and pinion gears depending
on the age of the music box are still available. Certain parts as cylinders and their combs are
tune specific and need to match e
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ach other. We can in many instances, rebuild a rare tune and make it playable again with parts
from your old mechanism. For your enjoyment listen to some of the more popular tunes
available in the libraries below. Winding Keys for Mini Mechanisms starting at 2. Winding Key
for Reuge or Romance 1. Parts - Reuge Main Spring and Housing 1. Empty Casing with 2 screws
for 1. Pull String Housing for Musical Mechanism 1. Round Musical Mobile Housing for 1.
Musical Walnut Rotating Base 1. Movements - 18 Note Mechanism 1. Music Box Repair Parts
Repairing a music box movement mechanism can be a tricky task and the repair of the better
larger mechanisms should be considered only by someone familiar with how these music box
mechanisms work. Music Box Replacement Parts for Sale Finding the right music box
replacement part for sale in our music box repair department and the correct repair procedure
will ensure a renewal of your enjoyment as its beautiful sounds and mechanical behaviors are
restored.

